We present an asserfiond approach to prove properties of h P H . 4 progrcinis. ALPHA is a functional lanquuge based on ajjine recurrence equations. We first present two kinds of operational semantics for ALPHA toyrther with some equiualence and confluence properties of these semantics. IVe then present an attempt to provide ALPHA ,with a n external loqicnl frariiework. We 1herejor.e define U proof method bused on invariants. IVe focus on ci particular class of invciricints, namely ccinonical invariants, that are a logical expression of the program's semantics. We finally show that this framework is toell-suited to prove purticd propertks. pquiiaaknce properties hetiiwri, t\T,PHA progmms and p'ropertie.7 that ?IF ccinnot express within the ALPHA language.
Introduction
The ALPHA programming language has been designed by Quinton and his group C7.101 as a basis to design, combine, optimize and eventually compile systolic algorithms. A r i ALPHA program is a set of affine recurrence equations (.4RE) on multidirnensional polyhedral integer clornailis. ALPHA is a strict, strongly typed functional language, restricted t o a very simple form of mutual recursion, and it has proved t o be a valuable tool in this field.
The usual manipulations on systolic algorithms (optimizations, change of basis, compilation into loop nests or hardware descript,ion, etc.) can be seen as textual syntactic rewritings on the text of ALPHA programs. Much work has therefore been devoted t o studying such transformations, and designing tools t o assist the user in applying them. The ALPHA language benefits from a rich and moreover semi-automatizable transformational calculus, so that this "internal" approach has been almost exclusively developed. Yet,, the problem of abstractly proving properties of ALPHA programs has been somewhat overlooked, arid one can firid many "proofs by handwaving" in the literature. This can be seen in several papers such as [9] where an ALPHA program is proved t o be equivalent t o its closed form, and [4] where a logical induction argument is used t o prove a refinement stcp. The goal of this paper is precisely to set up a logical framework in which these manipulations can be expressed and justified. Moreover, we show that this framework can give account of a number of methods to prove the equivalence of -ALPHA programs, and open new direction in the search for useful internal textual transformations.
The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss more precisely the notion of a proof in such a context, starting from examples found in the literature. Then, we briefly recall 1063-6862/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE the essentials of the ALPHA language. and n-e discuss its operational semantics as a basis t o interpret logical formulae. Then. n e define our logical framework and mention its completeness. Finally, \ye slio\~. that this frameTT-ork can give account of some pragmatic methods used so far. An extended yersion of this paper can be found i n [ 3 ] .
Proving A L P H A programs: What's the problem?
Let u s review the problems raised by the proof of Alpha programs, and more generally the proof of programs expressed in a single assignment language.
Proofs of equivalence
Consider the following ALPHA program computing a convolution system convolution ( a : C j I 1<=j<=4) of i n t e g e r ; r e t u r n s (y : {i I i>=4) of i n t e g e r ) ; Again, it is likely that a.ny system will be able to reduce this t o 
Proofs of partial properties
Consider again the convolution program above. Using subtle rewriting, I may eventually convince myself that this program indeed computes a convolution. This will in any cases use heaps of papers, pencils and time. Moreover. in many cases, the property I want t o prove is much sirnpler than such a detailed specification. For instance, I may be only interested in proving that no variable overflows during the computation (think of Ariane 5) and not in their precise values. For instance, if the coefficients of the above convolution are bounded by !bI and the input values are bounded by K (precondition P ) , then the output values are bounded by 41iM (postcondition Q): 4K .W This property may be so explicit i n the final transformed program that I may consider it as "obvious". But the amount of work needed t o carry out the transforma,tion is very likely t o be wit,hout any common magnitude with this simple property: simple properties should have simple (but yet rigorous) proofs! ,4 striking example of such a case is given in a paper by Rajopadhye [9] where a timing property is proved on a complex ALPHA program. Using complex (and informal!) tnnsformations, the A L P H A program is "abstracted up" t o its uninterpreted computation scheme. Then, this scheme is proved t o be equivalent> to a function defined by a closed form by replacing the function text in the scheme and rewriting everything to tautologies. Why should it be OK t o forget the computational meaning of a program to only consider its operational behavior? Is is always possible? If I succeed proving a property on the uninterpreted form, does it always apply to the interpreted one? Can I always prove that an ALPHA program computes a function expressed in closed form by plugging the function into the program and rewriting everything down t o tautologies? :In external logical framework is definitely needed here.
An interesting example
2 An operational semantics for -~L P H A
Basics
An extensive presentation of the ALPHA language can be found in [lo] . We just recall here what is useful for our purpose. For the sake of simplicity, we adopt the following definitions and notations.
An ALPHA program is given by:
0 a finite set of data-jelds X on a (possibly infinite) multidimensional polyhedral do- 
Two kinds of operational semantics
The definition of ALPHA does not specify the order of evaluation for expressions. A program may have several evaluation paths, whose union forms an execution graph [8] . Each transition in the graph corresponds t o the evaluation of one single point of a d a t a field, i.e. to one variable.
Two approaches have been proposed in [8] as a basis for an operational semantics of ALPHA programs. They differ in the way the "execution graph" is generated. The first one is the dataflow approach: an expression is evaluated as soon as its free variables have been given a value. The second one is a demand-driven approach: an expression is evaluated when its free variables are known, but only if this evaluation is necessary t o the computation of the output variables. In both approaches, a transition starts from a given state D , and yields a state 0' valuating some va,riable x . The only difference between the two approaches lies in the premise of the transition rules.
We start with the dataflow approach. The only conditions we have t o check is that we are able t o compute the value of 2 , i.e. that the variables on which x depends are already valued, and that x has not yet been valued. When these conditions are verified, we just compute the result of the defining expression ~( y , z ) of variable x , and update D with the value obtained by this computation.
In the demand-driven approach, we d o not consider any longer that an ALPHA program must "consume" its input variables, but that it must "produce" its output variables. We restrict computations to those steps which are necessary for the evaluation of output variables. Considering a subset V of Out, the set of necessary variables w.r.t. V is the set of variables appearing on a path between I n and V .
Definition 1 (Necessary) Let V he n subset of Out
The transition rule is modified as follows.
Rule 2 (demand-driven)
Equivalence between the two approaches
As the second rule is a restriction of the first one, the two operational semantics cannot be strictly equivalent. We thus define a notion of equivalence modulo some set of (output) variables. We say that two states g and 0' are eqwicrc(ent nzodu(o V , which is denoted by u -u ' ? iff each variable n: of V-has the same value (possiblv 1) i n u and i n 0'. 3 An external logic \Ye now want to express and prove properties on ALPHA programs. We therefore have to define an assertion language that will be expressixe enough for our purpose. We then have t o rnake precise the notions of specification. of validity and of prokability for specifications.
Assertion language
The assertion language we use is defined the follonTing way. is untlefincd if one or r~iore of its arguments is undefined. For each relational operat,or, we assume that a suitable extension has been defined. The only requirement is that the standard interpretation of equalitay is preserved: I = I is true.
Our specification language explicitly manipulates the i value. This enables us to write formulas like X [ i ] = 1. We therefore add a new "equality modulo definedness" abbreviation, denoted by k. Formula n b is simply a shorthand for n # I + ( a = 6 ) . It is true if either its left-hand side is undefined, or both sides are defined and have the same value.
We also introduce a special abbreviation A for definedness: A(z) E ~( , z = I)
The interpretation of the other predicates, boolean connectives or quantifiers is standard and intuitively straightforward. If U is a state and P a formula of the assertion language, we denote by U + P the fact that the interpretation of P is true in U .
As an example,
11.

Validity of a specification
As we aim at giving ALPHA an assertional semantics inspired from the 
Provability of a specification
We now want to introduce the notion of provability for a specification. Due t o the iterative and non-deterministic nature of the operational semantics, the proof of a specification is established by exhibiting an invariant. The notion of invariant defined here is relative to a program, t o a subset of initial states and to a subset of output variables. 
More generally. a specification { P } S { Q } is suid to be provable if it is provable for any finite subset V of O u t .
For instance, true is a trivial invariant for any specification. but it is of no use t o establish provability in the general case. since we will not be able to prove that true 3 Q for any Q.
In the case of our convolution example. an invariant could be
LVe will see in the next section t h a t this invariant is in some sense the canonical (strongest) invariant for this program.
In [2] we have proved that this notion of provability is sound for stable specifications: any stable provable specification is valid. The converse problem (is any valid specification provable?) is briefly discussed below.
Towards a proof methodology
Proving a specification simply boils down t o exhibiting a n invariant. The only problem is to discover such a formula. I t turns out that the very special nature of the ALPHA language (single assignment) makes this almost trivial.
Canonical invariants
Among all possible formulas concerning an XLPH. 4 The canonical invariant IC of the pair (PI 5') is defined as the conjunction
where A ranges over the set of input data-fields, and X over the set of non-input data-fields.
It is easy to check that IC is indeed an invariant w.r.t. P , S, V in the sense of Definition 4: we start from an initial state where only input variables are defined, and each transition computes a variable according to its definition expression. The canonical invariant is the
specification is provable, under some restrictions on the form of the program and on the postcondition. We must assume t h a t each output variable only depends on a. finite number of variables. This restriction eliminates the case where we cannot reach a final state because of an infinite branch in the dependence graph. Moreover, we have to assume that t,he postcondition contains only program's variables. Otherwise we would not be able t o prove that the canonical invariant, which contains only program's variables, implies the postcondition. These restrictions are "reasonable" in the sense that they concern all "nseful" programs. With these restrictions, we show that, if the specification is valid, a final state satisfying the canonical invariant also satisfies the postcondition. This completeness result is formally proved in [2] .
Proving partial properties
Even though canonical invariants contain too much information, they will be useful to prove partial properties, i.e. properties t h a t do not need a complete knowledge of the variables' values. Let us remark t h a t if I is invariant for some program S, and if I' is a formula such that I + 1', then I' is also an invariant for S . As we know that the canonical invariant is an invariant, it suffices in most cases t o prove t h a t the formula we want to establish is implied by the canonical invariant of the considered program.
Let us go back t o our convolution example of Section 1. In this example, we have
Let u s fix a value io 2 4 for i , and let 1. 1 denote the absolute value function. A specification could be
Taking V = (y[zo]}, we can easily see that { P } S {Q} is valid w.r.t. V . The canonical invariant IC of this program for this specification and this subset V is
Let now I be the following formula:
It is easy t o show by induction on j t h a t IC j I . Thus I is an acceptable invariant.
Moreover, this invariant implies the desired postcondition for final states. On this simple example, the proof could easily have been done "by hand". But reasoning on invariants helps us t o respect a logical framework that guarantees the validity of the result and provides a methodology for more complex specifications.
Unambiguous invariants
The canonical invariant of a program is naturally easy to produce, but it may be too complex for our purpose. We ma,y want to have an invariant that contains only "useful" informations. For instance, we may be interested in the final values of the output variables, but not i n the way they were computed. An uriambiyzmus invariant is an invariant that contains enough informatiori to describe the final d u e s of the output variables of the consitlered program. In some sense: it captures the function computed by the program but not the way it is computed. More formally. Tce give the following definition. As all the final states of a program are equivalent, the canonical invariant is unambiguous,
Proving equivalence properties
The notions of canonical and unambiguous invariants are particularly well-adapted to prove that two programs are equivalent. Let us define more precisely this notion of equivalence. Int,uitively, the notion of unambiguous invariant means that such an invariant contains enough information t o describe the results of the program. As expressed by the following fact, two programs respecting the same unambiguous invariant are equivalent.
Proposition 1 Let S and S' be two programs haciny the same input and output sets I n and Out. let P be an assertion on input uurinbles. and let V be a finite subset of Out.
If S arid S' admit a common unambiguous invariant I u).r.t. P and V , then S and S'
are equivalent f r o m P w.r.t. V .
The proof of this proposition is straightforward: by the definition of an unambiguous invariant.
As above, instead of doing handwaving computations on transitions, checking that two programs respect the same unambiguous invariant can be done by checking logical implications between this invariant and their respective canonical invariants. To prove equivalence, we may either prove that there is a logical implication between the two canonical invariants, or find a simpler unambiguous invariant. and prove that it is implied by both canonical invariants, or any combination of these two strategies using intermediate unambiguous invariants.
As a n exa.mple, let u s consider the retiming problem of section 1. Let I, and I2 be the canonical invariants of both programs with respect to subset
and to precondition true. We have ( X i stands for Xlprim and X i for X2prim):
Let now 1 be the following formula. 
Discussion
Our contribution is to provide the ALPHA language with an external logical framework t o prove functional properties of programs. The key idea is t o associate with each program a logical formula, which captures its functional behavior without ambiguity. This formula can be seen as a kind of "strongest invariant" for the program. Proving a property which does not depend on the operational scheduling of the program amounts thus t o checking that it is logically implied by this invariant.
Because of the very simple structure of the ALPHA programs, we can give an explicit form for the strongest invariant. The key feature is that the ALPHA variables are assigned only once: they can thus be considered as logical variables as well, provided one initially sets them to some undefined special value 1. As expected, this invariant is essentially the same as the program text, up to the semantics of the "=" symbol. This is the reason why the refinement calculus on A L P H A program is so rich: most legal manipulations on logical predicates can be carried out directly at the level of programs.
We have moreover exhibited a number of sufficient conditions for a predicate t o be an unambiguous invariant of an ALPHA program, if not its strongest canonical one. In some cases, for instance if the property under study only refers to a subset of the program variables. it may thus be possible to use a simpler invariant: simple properties can be proved by simpler proofs. Also, we have slionn that usual methods for the equivalence proof of ALPHA programs are i n fact special cases of such use of invariants. Again, the syntactic identity betueen a program and its canonical invariant is the key. This validates many "handwaving" manipulations found in the literature.
First, we have t o explore the equivalence proofs of A L P H A programs as found in the literature, recast them into this logical framework. and understand more precisely how simple properties can be proved by simpler proofs. \Ve also have t o extend this logical framework t o modular A L P H A programs, and to find how t o exploit the complementarity between both approaches, internal and external.
This preliminary work needs t o be extended into several directions.
